Callisto House Business Plan
Homeless Union Barter & Borrow (Hubb) Clubb
Welcome to the Hubb Clubb: The Homeless Union Barter and Borrow Clubb. The market is
open.
WELCOME.
Homeless Council
Callisto House Limited
Callisto Enterprises
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Summary
In the scope of research through my non-profits, Positive Vibrations Ministries and The
Homeless Council, there is an identified coupling between the economic, social and political
aspects of our communities' relationships and interactions. Understanding this pressure helps
to resolve it. Politics is dependent upon the social context, who gives them their authority. The
social context is built around the economic context. In order to positively affect the political,
the social needs to change from a change in the economic context. The objective is to
introduce a new market to kick off these transformations.
The introduction of an electronic component to phones, which measures and reports one’s
esteem to currently co-located or previously encountered folks, allows each of us to send
esteem tickets or treats t each other, even if this is with someone from an hour ago. Judicial
proceedings would result in a judicial ticket. This esteem level, for the individual, is matched
by organizational esteem, including racial categorization such that the Black, the Mexican and
the American Native, for example, would receive organizational esteem, given past offenses
to that community, and all members of that community would benefit. In this way,
organizational esteem would measure the worth of businesses and schools. The activity of an
esteem market would look much like an ant colony that emits pheromones to find food,
though here we would be sending bullets of love, between and among us.
A predictive innovative investment market will be established at the macro level, so we have
explained our intentions in the economic sphere, at the micro and macro levels. In the social
context, at the micro level, veteran owned and operated shelters will be established, while
the macro level will see an international non-profit association of Localities to influence this
sphere. In the political realm, a city council of 9, one from each clan, will be pursued, while
the macro level will see increasing court cases questioning constitutionality as well as efforts
to pass several amendments.
So the concrete objectives are, in priority order:








In every neighborhood, a homeless shelter (3 per block or so)
RabbitPhone component to interact with esteem
Application support for esteem banking
Veteran owned and operated homeless shelters
International association of Localities participating in the Hubb Clubb
Send probation and parolees to college, instead of drowning them in papers: 2 years
free community college

Overview
Five activities will be engaged by the non-profit. First, elicit support from neighborhood
organizations to change federal law to allow capital or durable donations, including housing of
homeless, to be a real tax deduction, not a gross modification. For every dollar spent in
capital donations, one dollar drops off the tax, not the taxable amount. The individual is
deciding how to the entitlement money, and his and her decision takes precedence over the
bureaucracy. Then buy or accept property to establish veteran owned and operated shelters,
a shelter in every neighborhood, on best behavior.
Next, a two prong effort on the economic front. The establishment of a new innovative
donation investment market, with membership in the Clubb by the donors, will address the
macro-economic space. The micro-economic space will be addressed through the detection
and influence of esteem using RabbitPhones.

Fourth, the establishment of a homeless veteran owned and operated shelters, to train teams
of leaders to open new shelters and develop homeless who want to expend effort to develop.
Policy is determined by the house council and may allow drinking and drug use, as long as
behavior standards are met. Don't Cause a Problem and Always be Helpful.
Finally, the objective will be to get involved politically to encourage adoption of the new
market, both macro and micro, in local government, as well as change local policies to be
more conducive, including amendments.

Board
9 Clans
Taking a page from Cherokee Clan Lore and the basis of their stable nation, which was smaller
than Denver, is to divide society into 9 clans, though Cherokee had 7; 9 allows for a veto
override. Everyone belongs to a clan, but even family members could be in different clans.
The potential to switch clans must exist.
In a New Locality, each clan leader would sit on the council.
The nine clans would be:
1 - Spiritual
2 - Labor
3 - Engineering
4 - Medical
5 - Education
6 - Transportation
7 - Music and the Arts
8 - Civic
9 - Research

Market
The various shelters and day centers constitute the network of services, the market, for those
of us who have very little and have difficulty getting employed. None the less, what a superb
bunch of folks, living and struggling out here in Egypt, manage to look forward to a new day.
We just have difficulty getting some stability through housing and a job. Yet, it is evident that
we are punished for it. It is not necessarily any particular individual who tries to punish,
though they do exist, but the system as a whole produces indigents, crime, trash (vis a vis
pollution), addiction, violence and a whole host of mental illnesses, rooted in deep seated
trust issues with the world, earned those issues are.
To change this instability, in the small scale, an ancillary market of donations should be
formed that allows for the investment to encourage innovation, which addresses both the
small scale and the large scale of economics. The way to draw people into a market is to
enable a sense of membership. To this end, participants in the Hubb Clubb, who donate, are
automatically members of the Clubb with access to the market. As they have established
some esteem through their donations and contributions, they can receive from the donation
market. Some donors can donate, then receive, then distribute, so that’s 3 chances to receive
esteem for member organizations.
Though there is cooperation to getting folks into overflow mats, in the 3 main free shelters, in
downtown Denver, there could be so much more. If programs were established among the
shelters to share in development, addressing the largest portion, by far of the homeless, who
drink some and do some drugs, but maintain themselves, then the 3 shelters could be
different program levels, for initial triage.
The first priority objective is to work with community and neighborhood organizations, as well

as the city, to build an esteem system and see if each block be able to house 7 homeless, for
tax breaks. The federal government should consider that a capital donation and the money
spend comes off the top of the taxes, not the taxable amount. Consider, if you made
$200,000/yr, your adjusted gross came to $121,000, tax to $31,000. Yet you brought a couple
of homeless men to share a spare basement bedroom, who you had vetted. You could charge
them $500/each a month, or $6,000 each, per year. If Congress passes a law allowing it, or
you do it anyways, and argue the taxation in court, if you still pay taxes, then your tax would
be reduced by $12,000, and you would only need to pay the federal government $19,000 in
tax.
The same would apply to corporations and organizations who own homeless
developmental properties, perhaps co-located. If every neighborhood had a homeless
shelter...
Another option is to have the state legislature adopt the entire income tax liability, from all
Colorado residents: landholder, indigent, transient and immigrant, and then write the debt off
and wipe the slate clean; burn the diskpacks.
The introduction of esteem RabbitPhones will enable the microeconomic market to measure
esteem of participants. This is the crucial next step to building a network that monitors itself.
The esteem issued, immediately or later, can be positive (treats) or negative (tickets).
Furthermore, the issuance of esteem can be done privately, unless it is a judicial ticket. One
can always redeem themselves, after having been horrible. There should also be a
grandfather clause on punishments, for a limited time, to give the context a chance to be
helpful to the individual; they may stop committing crime.
In the new model, the principle of locality is a part of the socio-political-economy, where micro
donation economics of esteem are coupled with the locality's political expression and activity,
and community oriented social structures. This is Main Street and Community associations, as
well as the City Council.
1. Economic: Main Street, retail market
2. Social: community associations
3. Political: City Council
At the macro level of economics, we combine with regional and national and international
community, a higher level organization than the locality political association. This is Wall
Street. Social divisions are firmly economic.
I.
II.
III.

Economic: Wall Street, investment market
Social: national association councils
Political: National/State Governments issuing policies and regulating

Having linked solutions at both levels of scope synthesizes positive feedback and
responsiveness. The macro level investments will provide impetus to form, logistical,
wholesale donation graphs.
This new non-profit, the Hubb Clubb, therefore, aims to modify the local economic market
context to shift the local social context, thereby influencing changes in the local political
context. This will serve as an example.
This can only occur if the national and state governments stop taking the taxation, then
returning it with their policy explicit in its detail. The point is that beyond reporting of
operational information about how taxation is spent, they use regulatory power to apply
control. Claims they must protect against fraud and mismanagement are misplaced. It is the
Locality that reserves regulatory power, not the national and state governments.
Yet it is obvious that globalization means Localities are connected and wholesale goods flow
between them. Here is the point of entry into making a change in the system and so in a way
to not disrupt the system. Were a new commodities market to be established that governed
predictive aggregate donation network flows, with esteem and a variety of goods flowing

backwards, up the supply and service and asset chains, the macro level economics could
change.
This introduction of an auxiliary and ancillary macro market would have 2
predictable effects.
The first on the local barter and borrow markets of the participating Localities, which would
include all the donors with all these goods. There would be an increasing flow of participation,
potentially, as esteem flowed up and out of the transaction. Local economic context changes,
with the adoption of esteem, result in local social and political context changes.
These micro donations would then feed the predictive investment market with concrete
interactions within the donation network, enabling the macroeconomic level. At the same
time, the change in the microeconomic interactions of some of one’s activities, causes
changes to occur in the social and political realms.
Regarding the political, the use of esteem RabbitPhones allows for innovative solutions to
immigration and the racial divide. Using esteem, everyone can differentiate those of other
communities, without condemning the entire community and a composite electronic
citizenship and visa program could be implemented. Different communities, oppressed in
years by, get organizational esteem to provide reparations. Some of these protected classes
are Black, Hispanic, Asian, American Native, Homosexual and so forth, as well as Felons. This
targets macrosocial and macropolitical aspirations.
The second affect would be in generating a new partition of national association councils as
the political context changes from the introduction of a new national association council.
These two objectives are tied together.
The new national association council is the organization that ties Localities participating in the
macro and micro markets.
It is clear that changing the form of measurement to esteem allows a truer determination of
character in interactions.

Macro donation predictions and Micro donation cycles in 24
dimensional market
Regarding the equation:

The reason the terms in the numerator are summed, while the terms in the denominator are a
product, is to promote 3 party cycles of micro-donations by having a market value the
contributions in terms of how they feed the macro potential needs expressed. The macro is
decoupled, while the micro rewards establishing micro trade graphs. This allows multiple
instances of the above equation to address the needs, such that disjoint trade graphs could
mutually participate in meeting need. This would change the definition and impact of
"cornering the market".
The meta-space operator, the line with three dots, induces a different mathematical meaning
for the expression using division. The concept and symbol of division in meta-spaces is the off
plane elements of a vatrix. Therefor, imagine that the numerator is the root plane, or a 3-D
matrix: 3 x 3. The denominator is the non-root plane of a vatrix, itself a matrix. So we have a
3 MetaDimension (3MD) vatrix, which is 3D x 3D x 2D.

Main Street and Wall Street: Retail market versus Investment
market
The preceding equation makes clear the coupling, yet separation, between Main Street and
Wall Street. Main Street is the Retail market and in the scope of donations, they are the micro
donations, governed by an ebay/craigslist hybrid: barter system with locality mapping and
logistics. Wall Street is the Investment market and in the scope of donations, they measure
the potential needs and wholesale logistics, as well as idea investment and research. Not all
micro donations need feed any investment, but may be extracted with pattern matching.

Economic thoughts
by Shumpeter, Sombart, Reinert, H & E. Nietzsche Creative Destruction in Economics
http://www.researchgate.net/publication/226027214_Creative_Destruction_in_Economics_Niet
zsche_Sombart_Schumpeter

RabbitPhone
The development and introduction of the RabbitPhone compatible phone to detect and
influence esteem will create the market for interactions using the esteem, in the Locality.

Products
Shelters
There is plenty of room in the market for a decentralized, localized, small-scale shelter
solution. The key will be marketing to receive donations for this purpose. Development
programs are central. Stability with shelter and storage are critical, for all homeless. Potential
access to all of Maslow's hierarchy of needs is a natural right. We must be able to govern
ourselves. Through biometric authentication, esteem may be kept, and good behaving
travelers could be accommodated, in month to month housing.

Residential Organizations
Homeowners

Quadplex shelters for Sixteen
Of the 16 residents, 2 per bedroom in 8 bedrooms, 9 are candidate residents, while 7 are
transient, probationary residents. The 9 split into 3 teams of 3, one team per apartment,
leaving one apartment. Divide the 7 into 1 team of 3 and 4 singles. The team of 3 probies
runs the 4th apartment and the 4 singles are in initial training. The team of 3 probies in is
initial team training. The 9 are a council and run the house: 5 majority and 6 veto override.

If the Homeless Union had workers comp and underwriting for lines of credit, we could
contract with local buildings for a clean, looked after space for the indigent, as well as facility
maintenance and donation points for the esteem market; provide a database of skills;
contract longer term work; go to donate - go to get what you need <couple of smokes>,
<Orange Juice>, <Boots>, <Jacket>. Education and development from a changed mental
model will be profound. The team of 9, in teams of three, would rotate through a logistics day,
and education day and a work day.

Need a capabilities system to support a financial esteem market
It would be preferable to have hardware support for capabilities, so there is no doubts. This
would take a bit of capitalization, so I am requesting donations, err, investment, for this
objective, please contact me. Here is a discussion of the IBM OS/400 operating system:
http://c2.com/cgi/wiki?IseriesArchitecture which enables features such as described here,
regarding segregation: http://cap-lore.com/CapThewwory/Segregate.html

RabbitPhone
A unexplored amount is needed to develop a new phone, with the ability to setup a cloudbased esteem account for the phone user, as well as allow detection and influence of others’
esteem.

Services
The Forest of SocioPoliticalEconomy Trees
Old Ancient Knowledge from long ago has materialized in the Mind of the Family that 3 3 layer
Trees of emanation of mental organization establishes the SocialPoliticalEconomy we each
experience in One of 2 ways, or is there a third way?
Tree of Trade: MONEY <- TRADE <- MARKET
Tree of Policy: SECURITY <- POLICY <- LAW
Tree of Giving: RESPECT <- GIViNG <- RECEIViNG
THE SPE META TREE: MARKET, LAW, RECEIViNG
Unlock by changing the Imputation of Trade from Money to Esteem, which has more affinity to
the Principle of the Giving Tree.

Felon Teaming
Those of us who may have made hard, selfish decisions that may be legislated as criminal,
decide within an environment of abuse, influenced by leaders and teachers of a false advice,
a false prophecy. As one develops in life, in experience, realizations of a better prophecy
results in men of character, who have the knowledge of their previous experience combined
with their heart of righteousness. They are men of respect, aware of how they extend respect
and able to clearly establish boundaries as they extend respect, earning more respect. Their
subsequent being extends the combination of their skill and their knowledge, through their
respect. Likewise, there are those who should never escape. The Family knows, trust Us. No
more papers on felons and no more “get a single felony and you are out.” That’s bullshit,
especially when the legality is at odds with the morality. See Henry David Thoreau’s Civil
Disobedience.
Brothers and Sisters, Our time is Now.

Self-regulation in the Legalized Drug Market
There have been reports of psychotic behavior resulting from over-consumption of edible THC.

How to prevent abuse in a problem faced by the consumption of alcohol, as well. State
regulatory power avoids assigning responsibility to the participants, particularly in selfregulatory capacity. Short of banning edibles and alcohol, the only solution is self-regulation.
Out of my eating 7 edibles, around 50 mg each, one experience resulted in being blasted for
4 hours and feeling very unstable. This was a bad dose we hear about. It is rare and a quality
control problem. Rather than government regulators, self-regulate. Through esteem flow, the
user, the distributor and the producer would ensure product quality and the self-control of the
user. The distributor can decide who is ready for what, just like a bartender.

Organization
Individual and organizational esteem
Esteem is held by both individuals as well as organizations. The esteem of the individual is
influenced by the associations they belong to. Likewise, the esteem of the organization is
influenced by the individuals who are a part of the aggregation. In fact, the organization is
the sum of its individuals' esteem, divided among all their organizations. The individual's
esteem is the sum of the parts of the organizations.
There are separate political and identity organizations, by which congress will determine the
initial esteem to be divided among the constituents.

Trinity of Trinities
Establish a squad of nine and break this into 3 teams of 3. Conduct operations with trinities.

Operations
All three objectives have operations. Open-source programmers may be a source of effort to
implement the applications. Relationships and deals will need to be made to specify,
prototype and build the RabbitPhone. Donation funds or properties will be needed to establish
veteran owned and operated shelters. Decentralized localities, under the auspices of the
national association council, will build grassroots political organizations to impact the politics
of the larger locality.

Financials
Quadplex shelters for Sixteen
Take $77,000/year, purchase/lease a Quadplex of 2 bedroom apartments. $5000/mo or
$60000/year for the lease, leaves $17000/year, or $1416/mo or $354/apt/mo for
supplies/repair. Per resident,
$312.50/mo rent and $88.50/mo in supplies, is
$401.00/mo/person. This is a large reduction in the current cost of homelessness. This allows
innovative facility management to the residents.

Donation Applications for Micro and Macro interactions
An unexplored amount is needed to develop a couple of internet, mobile applications, as well
as the server-side to back the application. An application and device support for influenced
and detecting esteem will need to be developed.

RabbitPhone
An unexplored amount is needed to develop a new phone to detect, broadcast and influence
esteem.

Conclusions
In pursuing 3 core objectives and linking them, a concerted effort to affect the local sociopolitical-economy of a candidate city or region can result in wonderful potential for changing
the context of homelessness and the working poor. This model would promote unlimited
social mobility.
The first objective, a predictive donation market with RabbitPhones and love bullets,
addresses the economic space. The second objective, veteran owned and operated shelters,
addresses the social space. The third objective, getting the market in broader use and
reducing policy abuse, addresses the political space.
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